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to buy them elsewhere, would be slight. Moreover, the number of
Italians who would thus find work would be no more than the growth
of population in only a few years. Against this must be set the costs of
war in money and lives, and the heavy costs of administration. Such
colonies can scarcely be called a paying investment.
The Expansion of Germany
The relation of Germany to its weaker neighbors is different from
that of any other country. In the first place, she was so busy with at-
tempts at unifying her own states that she was not ready to look abroad
until after 1870. After that she gradually formed the purpose of building
up an empire outside Germany. Just as England's ideal has been the
formation of a great empire of self-governing dominions, and that of the
United States the spread of self-government, so Germany's great ideal
was that her special type of culture should dominate the world on land
and sea.
Another difference between Germany and the other great powers is
that she is the only one that has had no real opportunity to expand either
to adjacent territory or to territory lying across neighboring seas. Land-
ward she was hemmed in by France, the Austro-Hungarian Empire, and
Russia, all of which were then strong and in the process of expansion. In
part she was also hemme'd in by the little nations of Denmark, Holland,
Belgium, and Switzerland, which, though small, are too energetic to be
easy fields for permanent expansion. Before the first World War she did,
to be sure, expand a little, absorbing part of Poland, taking Schleswig-
Holstein from Denmark, and Alsace-Lorraine from France. This gained
her only a small area, however, and increased the difficulty of further
expansion by arousing antagonism among her strong, energetic neighbors.
Expansion by water to the north then seemed impossible, for Norway and
Sweden are as energetic and highly civilized as France and Denmark,
and their boundaries are so clearly defined that there can be no possible
dispute as to where they lie.
Seaward, in distant and backward parts of the world, Germany also
found it difficult to expand. In the early days of the modern colonial
movement her continental position did not encourage her people to be
worldwide traders like the British. Moreover, the many German states
were so late in uniting into a strong empire that when at last Germany
was ready to seek colonies most of the available territory had already been
claimed by other powers. Yet her population was increasing greatly.
German manufactured goods were flooding the world, and the country
was eager to expand like the other nations of cyclonic regions. Germany,
to be sure, obtained a few colonies, such as German East Africa, German

